Team DEADS

Team meeting minutes

23 Oct 07

Present at the meeting: Justin, Lassen, Ngon, Travis, and Dr. Johnson

Minutes:

- Housing already ordered, sized for AA’s
- Wire a pull up resistor between receiver and microcontroller.
  - Receiver board configuration is such that current only flows when valid data is received.
- Perform a second battery test to determine the longevity with a receiver and controller in normal mode.
- Contact Dave about other labeling for our design.
- Invite Dave to the mini-expo.
- Tasks:
  - Justin: Wire trimpot to receiver and receiver board to the basic stamp.
  - Ngon: Program BS1 to run continuously and add detonation loops for trimpot.
  - Lassen: Help Ngon with detonation loops and test battery life.
  - Travis: Update budget before Thursday, find a sticker place and a knob.